Mrs. Geisert
E-Learning
Throughout the E-Learning process, I will provide daily posts in Google Classroom to communicate
lessons, assignments through GoogleClassroom, and other resources needed for literature or religion.
The padlet discussion board platform will still be used to read and respond to each other’s thoughts.
Please make sure that when a GoogleSlide is provided that you watch it in Presentation Mode so you
have access to any links that may be provided. Please make sure that you check your returned papers
and PowerSchool a couple times a week to read any comments that were given.
Students will be invited to any Zoom discussions one day prior to the classroom.
I will be available from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Thursday to respond to parent
communications.

Literature Grade 8 (Glencoe Literature Course 3-Green)
Topics:
Epic Story-telling
Comparing literary works
Internal/External Conflict
Author’s Purpose
Internal/External Conflict
Climax
Figurative Language
Character Motivation
Vocabulary Development

Literature Grade 7 (Glencoe Literature Course 2-Red)
Topics:
Mood/Tone (Music/Poetry)
Rhyme/Rhythm (Poetry)
Figurative Language
Literary Expressions
Theme
Review Characteristics of Nonfiction
Autobiography/Biography
Vocabulary Development

Literature Grade 6 (Glencoe Literature Course 1-Blue)
Topics:
Characteristics of Greek Mythology
Author’s Purpose
Theme
Point of View

Character Motivation
Characteristics of Heroes and Survivors
Theme
Point of View
Character Motivation
Vocabulary Development

Literature Grade 5 (I will be providing the links and sources to read and respond to daily in
GoogleClassroom)
Two of the main areas that I’d like to strengthen along with the skills below are reading fluency and
comprehension.
Literary Techniques
Characterization
Conflict in Characters
Story Elements
Clarifying Word Meanings
Word Identification
Vocabulary Development
Supplemental reading skills practice will be encouraged via:
● i-Ready lessons (45 minutes of practice per week)

Religion Grade 8 (Decision Point)
Students will continue to explore stories of both the Old and New Testament and connect them to
becoming a soldier in Christ through the power of the Holy Spirit. Students will also be asked to do
one weekly Mass reflection from Gospel link that I will provide for them

Assessments may be assigned to students via GoogleClassroom online or Zoom as lessons are
completed. Please make sure that you are paying attention to due dates for all assignments and
assessments.
Most importantly, let’s remember that no matter where we are doing our learning,

And we will get through this together because

we are…
B.C.A.!

